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Andreas is an executive strategic change and business transformation leader 
with global experience gained on assignments across SE Asia, Europe 
and Africa where he has successfully led, built and established strategic 
transformation teams and programs for various organisations and markets. 

As a recognized thought leader in strategic transformation, Andreas is 
passionate about solving complex problems in a digital era, whilst rapidly 
transforming a business and its people to become future fit. He understands 
how enterprises are designed, orchestrated and engineered for optimal 
effectiveness.
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Passionate about transformational leadership, coupled with deep technical knowledge spanning 16 years, 
Andreas has built a track record of delivery and execution in various sectors. He knows how to execute 
through people and teams, project managing in ways that result in a transformed business.   

Andreas is a certified Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt who started in the automotive field at Ford Motor 
Co. leading the end-to-end launch and integration of new models and derivatives into production before 
working for Ford Asia Pacific, delivering cost saving programs across the region. Andreas is highly skilled 
in logistics after managing distribution hubs projects in Europe that involved designing first of a kind hubs 
for Apple and Dell products.

Now based as a consultant in South Africa he has delivered extensive training in the field of continuous 
improvement, culture change and problem solving. Andreas is also deeply experienced in the financial 
services industry where he has led the business transformation and strategic initiatives for retail, investment 
and business banks across Africa.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Business Transformation
• Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt
• Design, build and implement transformation teams, programs and capability 
• Redesign and transform enterprises (Enterprise Engineering)
• Industrial Systems engineering
• Project Management
• Strategic transformation
• Business design plus optimization
• Value chain assessments,
• Process analysis 
• Strategic program and change management


